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No Way to Defend Extremism

Most parts of the world, at the moment, suffer from the threats of extremism and terrorism. Humanitarian analysts and experts agree that terrorism and extremism are reciprocal and have badly influenced all the norms and values of the society. It has weakened the sense of security and significance of human beings. Human history depicts that so far millions of people have been massacred; many international organizations had earlier found that extremism would eradicate the human communities. Most of the basic human rights have been violated by the terrorist and extremist groups, which have strong relations with different ethnic clans. In this case, the thinkers and philosophers have a lot a task to bring transparent changes in the third world countries. They definitely assist the dire situation of the people to the teachings and shapes the world prosperity among them but there are many people who hesitate to accept these realities because their minds are limited to the confinement of fanaticism and religious torture cells where our thousands of people have been well resided in the deep valley of lethargy, ignorance and viciousness. They are bound to be limited to their wells and they do not have the capacity to think things out of their afterthought approach, which is devised through their conditioning, seeing nothing more than a single view line that they to have. They are in fact the blind with the eyebrain and the brains with the teeth. The tyrant and extremist groups are the same people with the sectarian sentiments as tribal customs and religious traditions; they mistreat the devotion and belief of the people. Every day we come to know that plenty of innocent and impartial masses have been assassinated, the honor of the holy places have been ruined with suicide attacks, capricious strike on the processions have been made, and unfortunately holy Qur’an has been used in own country to plant a bomb. So isn’t it the real face of extremism, barbarism and of course terrorism. These elements don’t have any faith, religion and loyalty but they have their particular goals and ambitions and even do not hesitate to translate for the religion for their inhuman wicked deeds.

Today the extremists due to their aggressive attitude have fixed the attentions of most of the people as they are mainly responsible for every kind of corruption and devastation. Especially, the religious criminal groups are responsible for the most of the atrocities.
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